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What is a 
functional lifestyle? 
It’s living in a way that cultivates inner 
function—by taking into consideration all the 
things your body needs to operate normally and 
making choices that align with satisfying those 
needs. Life is actually simple, but we do a really 
good job making it complicated.

Our body seeks a simple environment—
connected to the sun and Earth, fueled by 
nutrients and NOT connected to the complexity 
of indoor living and technology. By following 
nature’s design, we can support the normal 
capabilities of cellular function—and move toward 
functional health. 

Working with patients has taught me that even 
though we’re all so unique, our fundamental 
human needs must be satisfied in order to 
maintain functional health. If we skip over them, I 
am here to tell you that even the best diet, intake 
of supplements and exercise won’t be enough to 
power your body and you will fall short of living 
your best life. 

I’m spreading the word that a functional lifestyle 
is the way to fuel your full day—for doing things 
well and feeling your best while doing them. Stick 
with me over the next 4 days to find out how to 
live a functional lifestyle so you can reconnect to 
your health. 
 

Dr. Alison Monette, ND

A Note From 
The Doctor

Fieldlab + You.
Your body adapts to whatever environment you provide 
it—this can either be positive or negative. Using 
nature’s laws and its fundamental rules as guidance, 
Fieldlab gives you the building blocks for a life directly 
connected with your optimal function. We place you in 
control of your self-experiment so you can understand 
what your active body needs at the deepest level—
because we believe that once you discover what your 
body needs to function properly, then you will want do 
everything possible to align yourself with its needs. 
From there, we give you the tools to put it all together 
and optimize your functional health. We call this creat-
ing your own Fieldlab and can’t wait to be part of your 
journey.

Science. 
We let the science speak. We’re just here to connect 
the dots. 
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FOR THE
DAY IN

AND THE
DAY OUT

The Fieldlab
Method:
Our method helps you to nail the basics of a 
functional lifestyle and have the confidence to 
personalize your process by helping you to 
consider all the ways to fuel your full day. Through 
self-experimentation, see what works for you and 
what doesn’t, to live in sync with the amount of 
stress your active day has placed on your cells.

Eat real food, drink plenty of water, 
supplement wisely, expose yourself 
to light, breath, sleep deeply—fully 
fueling your body for success. 

Fitness is about more than exercise. 
It’s about maintaining the physical 
body’s strength, agility and 
adaptability—which your body 
needs for optimal function.

Take time to manage stress and 
practice self-care to balance your 
nervous system—leading you to own 
your purpose.

Disconnect from anything getting in 
the way of function—avoid toxins 
and exposures not meant for 
humans—to allow your cells to 
function normally and without 
distraction.  
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What Does It Mean to 
Nourish Your Function? 

Food

It’s fueling your body with what it needs 
to function normally at the cellular level. 

First, light. 
Then, food, water and nutrients. 
To finish, sleep for recovery.

Fully nourishing your body for success 
requires careful attention to these 
components that nourish your 
functional ecosystem. 

When these pieces come together, you 
feel your best and will function 
optimally.

Eating whole foods from nature is an 
investment in your functional health, but the 
story is much deeper than focusing on its
macronutrients.

In reality, food is an electromagnetic 
barcode which stores the information 
provided to it by seasonal light. When we eat 
food, the mitochondria in our cells read the 
barcode to access the information. Our 
mitochondria were built by nature to 
respond to information in this form, make 
sense of it all and use it to power our 
function.

Focus on sourcing and origin and don’t 
leave out the details—if you don’t know, do 
the research before you put it in your body!

Field Tip: Start by avoiding inflammatory 
foods like sugar, vegetable/seed oils, refined
carbohydrates, and processed meats/fish. 
Consuming these foods can be detrimental 
to cellular health, which will hinder your 
abillity to function optimally. 

My Favorite Tool For
Staying Nourished? 
Easy!

I love to make light a 
part of my active day 
and incorporate 
activites that get me 
outside and moving!

Water
We rely on water to assist our 
mitochondria with energy production,  
cellular signaling and the disposal of 
inflammatory free radicals. 

Chronic dehydration can negatively 
effect energy levels, lower overall 
function and inhibit recovery. As an 
active person who cares about health, 
water must be a part of your daily 
practice. 

Field Tip: Quality matters!

Sleep
When we sleep, our bodies heal and recharge so we can recover and take on the 
demands of an active life. But, when we don’t give our bodies the time to recover, 
they continue to break down with no chance to rebuild. The result: dysfunction at 
every level. 

Optimizing your sleep will allow you to fuel your full day so making it a priority is 
fundamental to a functional lifestyle. 

Field Tip: If you want to fuel your self experiment, track your sleep with a device like 
the Oura ring. 

Light is a hidden variable that so many aren’t 
making full use of yet. I try to start each day with 
a large dose of natural light and continue it with 
exposure during the day whenever possible. 
Dosing my day with some red-light therapy at 
night allows me to use light for recovery and 
improve my sleep quality. The results have been 
amazing!

I encourage everybody to make a daily dose of 
light a consistent practice in their functional lives. 
Over time you will feel better and your function 
will improve! Give it a try!

Light
Believe it or not, light is the most powerful supplement to nourish our functional health. 

Light exposure through the eye and on the skin has a number of health benefits inlcuding 
Vitamin D production, mitochondrial efficiency, metabolic function and helps control our 
circadian rhythm. 

Without light, we could not function effectively as human beings. So making it a part of your 
active day is critical.

Field Tip: Get outside! It’s free. 20 minutes a day will make a huge difference. If you can’t, we 
recommend investing in a red light device that mimics the sun’s nourishing properties all year 
round without the heat or hassle of inclement weather. 
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Supplements
In order to support your active day, 
you need to consume enough of the 
nutrients that will fuel your cellular 
function. Proper nutritional 
supplementation augments an active 
lifestyle by maximizing how your 
mitochondria adapt to exercise, 
optimizing your overall inner function.

Field Tip: Optimized Daily is a blend of 
essential building blocks, designed to 
optimize and protect your 
mitochondria and cellular function.


